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ABSTRACT

Two retarded children were trained to emit naning responses

using either picture-cards or objects that matched the pic-
ture-cards as trainíng stimuli. Àn À-B-À-B design counterba-

lanced across chíldren was employed. Generalization of the

naming responses to the children's nalural environment was

assessed using the matched object and four other objects

which belonged to the same stimulus class as the matched

object. Generalization gradients produced after training
with objects vrere consíderably higher and broader than those

found after training with picture-cards reflecting the

greater amount of generalization that occurred to the

matched object and the test objects after trâining was con-

ducted with objects.

In a second experiment, half the stimuli that the children
showed little generalization too were simply retrained using

the matched objects. The other half were retrained by alter-
nating the matched object with a second object that belonged

to the same stirnulus class as the natched object. This aI-
ternating procedure resulted in substantial increases in

generalization to untraíned objects while sinply reLraining

the naming response with one object failed to produce any

increases in generalization beyond that which occurred when

11. 1



using objects as oppossed to picture-cards as the training
modality. The results are consÍstent with basíc research

findings regarding generalization gradients and support

Stoakes and Baer's assertion that generalization can be in-
creased by increasíng the nurnber of exemplars lhat are

trained.
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I NTRODUCTI ON

In developing the language skiIIs of retarded and au!isic
children, researchers and educators have relied extensively

on picture-cards as training stimuli. Piclure cards have

been used in establishing naming repertoires (OIenick &

Pear, 1980; Stephens, Pear, Wray, & Jackson, I974), and to
train noun suffixes (Baer & Guess, J.973), adjectives (Baer &

Guess, 1971), articles (Wheeler & Sulzer, 1970), and sen-

tences and phrases (Lutzker & Shernan, I974¡ Stevens-Long &

Rasmussen, 1974). Picture cards have an obvious utility in
that they can portray an infinite number of people, places,

things and situations which would not be practical to bring
into the training environment.

Àn implicit assumption that researchers seem to have made

with regard to the use of picLure-cards as training stimuli
is that the response taught to a picture-card wilI general-

ize to the appropriate stimulí when they are encountered by

the child in the natural envíronment. However, research

findings by lJelch and Pear (1,980) question the validity of

thi s assumpt i on .

Welch and Pear (1980) laught naming responses to pictures
of objects, photographs of objects, and objects, and then

tested for generalization to objects in the natural environ-
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ment. Fifty-eight pícÈure-cards were selected which depict-

ed common objects and each picture-card r,ras natched with its
corresponding object such that the objects in the pictures

and their matched objects were identical. in color and shape

(excluding fine detail). Photographs r.rere then taken of the

matched objecls. Perhaps not too surprisingJ.y the âuthors

found that for 3 of the 4 children studied, trainíng with

objects was the most effective in ensuring that a child
would be able to generalize the response learned in the

training setting to the natural environnent.

An interesting question which arises from the Welch and

Pear (1980) study is to what extent will generalization oc-

cur to different objects belonging to the same stimulus

class as that of the training object or pícture when they

âre encountered in the natural environment. A stimulus

class is defined by some common characteristic shared by aII
members of the class. Thus aII cups or all chairs are mem-

bers of a stimulus class because they share some comnon fea-

tures. If a child correctly labels aII cups and discri¡ni-
nates between cups and chairs, the chíId is showing

conceptual behavior because he is generalizing r,rithin stimu-

lus classes and discriminating between stimulus classes

(xeller & Schoenfeld,1950). It might be expected from the

!.7elch and Pear study that more conceptual behavior (i.e.,
more generalization within members of the sane stimulus

class and stronger discriminations between members of dif-
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ferent stimulus classes) would occur toward objects when ob-

jects are trained. But this may not be true, and if it is

not, the training of objects may offer no greater benefits

in the long run than the training of pictures.

A question which arises from the above is what type of

generalizalion gradients will be produced after training
with objects and pícture-cards. In basic research on gener-

alization a pigeon typically is trained to peck at a certain

wavelength of Iight. During extinction, the training stimu-

lus plus testing stimuli consisting of various other wavel-

englhs are randomly presented. The highest amount of re-

sponding typically occurs in the presence of the training
stimulus. Responding to the test stimuli generaLly decreas-

es as the difference in wavelength between the training
stinulus and the testing slimuli increases (cutlman and Ka-

Iísh, 1956). Extensive research with pigeons has shonn that

the gradients obtained after training on various wavelengths

are not similar with some beíng round, some pointed, and

others asymmetrical (Blough,196J-). AIso, for each bird

trained at the same wavelength, there are individual differ-
ences in the gradients obtained. However, for all birds,

responding was typically highest when the training sti¡nulus

was pre sented.

WhiIe generalìzation gradients have been extensively

studied in the basic laboratory (see Honig and UrcuioIi,
1981, for a review), there has been virtually no use of
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these findings in an apptied setting. If the generaLization

gradients obtained in an applied setting after training wilh

objects or pictures are similar to those found in basic re-

search, then the applied question is how these gradients may

be increased and broadened such that a child responds appro-

priately to all members of the same class, while at the same

time discriminating between members of one class and mernbers

of another cLass.

¡n indication of how the generalization gradient nay be

increased and broadened is suggested by Welch and Pear

(1980), who were able to increase the amount of intermodal

generalization (generalization from píctures to objects) in

one child by systernatically alternating a picture-card and

its matched object. Using this procedure the experinenters

found considerable in!errnodal generalization to objects

which had not been alternated with a picture-card, but which

had failed to generalize using the initial training proce-

dure .

This procedure used by Welch and Pear may be an exampl.e of

what Stokes and Baer (L977\ call training sufficient exemp-

lars. Conceptually this can be seen as varying irrelevant
dimensions of the training stimuli ( e.9., color and size)

so that nore appropriale stimuli ( e.9., form) come to con-

trol the response. Thus, this procedure should produce nore

appropriate stimulus control over the lrained response and

thus both increase the height of the generalization gradient

and broaden it.



The present research sought to replicate tire tinaings oi
Welch and Pear (1980) usíng picture-cards and objects as

training stimuli. Second, the research endeavoured to de-

lermine what !ype of generalization gradíents are produced

after training with objects and pictures by testing with ob-

jects that belong to the sarne cfass as the training stimu-

lus, but which differed along various dimensions. Third, a

procedure was Lested whereby a number of naming responses

were retrained by alternating two objects belonging to the

same class in order to increase and broaden the generaliza-

tion gradient. Thus the present research sought to furthur
determine the relative efficiacy of picture-cards and ob-

jects with regards to generalizatÍon across various objects

l¡ithin the same class, and how generalization may be suc-

cessfully increased. In addition, the research sought Lo

extend basic research procedures and findings on generalíza-

tion to applied settings. rn doing so it was antícipated

that Lhe research would shed light on the extent to v¡hich

t.he concept of generalízation developed with sinple s!imulus

dimensions apply to much more complex constellations of

stimuli (viz., pictures and objects).



METHOD

Sub'i ec t s

The subjects for this research were two residents of the St.

Amant Centre. Subjects were selected on the basis of being

good imitators, but having a relatíve1y sma1l naming reper-

toire.
Chad was a 6-year-old boy with a diagnosis of autism or

childhood psychosis. He wâs functioning in the moderate

range of retardation. Chad's vocal behavior consisted of a

few naming responses (".g., "hat","cup") but was Iargely

echoic. Carrie was a S-year-old girl with a diagnosis of

"menÈal retardation and seizure disorder". À recent devel-

opmental assessment had found her to be functioning at the 2

to ? !/2 year level. Carrie's verbal behavior consisted

largely of a few naming responses (e.9.,
tt spoon t' , tt hâ t tt 

, 
ttc ombtt ) .

Settinq

Training sessions were conducted in a room in the psychology

area of the St. Àmant centre. The experimenter and the sub-

ject sat opposite one another at a child-sízed table. In

front of the experimenter was a small console which allowed

the experimenter to control the length of the trial and in-

6
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tertríaI interval. In the center of the console a small red

light acted as a signal for the experimenter to initiate and

terminate trials. Below the red Iight a button was located

for actívatíng the timing rnechanism in lhe console.

On a shelf beside the experimenter a clock was placed to

time the sessions and a tape recorder !o record verbal stim-

uli and responses during every session. Data sheets and re-

inforcers were placed on the table in front of the experi-
menter. During the inter-trial interval, the child's
responses were recorded on the data sheet and primary rein-
forcement was dispensed according to the schedule of rein-
f orcement .

Assessnents of the child's picture and object naming rep-

ertoire wâs conducted in the same room as the training ses-

sions and in the child's natural environment. Generaliza-

tion tests were conducted only in the child's natural

environment. What was considered the child's natural envi-
ronment depended on where the chiLdren selected for the

study were livíng at the time of the study. Chad was en-

rolled in the day care program at the St. Amant Centre and

his natural environment was defined as one of the play rooms

in the day care area. Carrie initially lived on one of the

wards and her natural environment ¡r'as defined as being one

of the play rooms on the ward. After the firsl phase of the

study Carrie was transfered to one of the cottages in the

center. As a result her natural environrnent was now consid-



I
ered to be the kitchen and living room area of the cottage

and aII subsequent Èesting was conducled in these areas.

Traininq and Testinq St imul i
AI1 pícture-cards used in the research were from a Peabody

Àrticulation Kit. Fifty five of these were the sâme as

those employed by welch and Pear (1980). Each card was

choosen on the basis of how weII it represented an object as

defined by a written críterion (see Appendix À for the cri-
terion). Another 5 picture-cards were selected by the ex-

perinenter and independen!1y rated by tvro raters as to how

weII each card represented an object using the l,{elch and

Pear criterion. The inter-observer reliability coefficients
(agreements divided by agreements plus disagreements) for
those picture-cards selected as representing objects were

1.00 for both observers.

Fifty five objects lhat were selected by Welch and pear

(1980) and which natched the picture-cards were employed in

the proposed research. Each object was deemed to be a match

of a picture on the basis of ratings from two independen!

raters who were farniliarized with a written criterion (see

Àppendix B for the criterion). The experimenter then ac-

quired five other objects which he judged matched the five
remaining picture cards. These objects were rated by two

independent raters as to how well each object matched the

picture, using the Ì,lelch and Pear criterion. The inter-ob-
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server reliability coefficients for t,hose objects that the

experimenter judged to match the picture were 1.00 for both

observers.

For each picture-card and its matched object, four ob-

jects belonging to the same class were randonly selected by

the experimenter, with each differing from the malched ob-

ject on some dimension (e,9. size, color, form or any combi-

nation of these lhree). Each of these four objects were

judged according to a rvriLten criterion by two independent

raters as to whether they belonged to the same class as the

matched object (see Appendix C for the criterion). The in-
ter-observer reliability coefficients for those objects the

experimenter judged to belong to the same stimulus class

were 1.00 for both observers. In additíon, three people

were asked to rate each of the four objecLs belonging to a

particuì.ar class on the dimensions of size, c01or, and form

using the matched objects as a reference point. The purpose

of the rating ¡{as to provide a possib}e means of estâblish-

ing a generalization gradient for each of the children in
the research (see Appendix Ð for the criterion and elabora-

tion of the above). Reliability coefficienLs for aIl raters
judgements were obtained by dividing the number of agree-

ments by the number of agreements plus number of disagree-

ments.
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Experimental Design

Of the 60 picture-cards and Èheir matched objects, only 28

were selected for training and control purposes (see Prelim-

inary Àssessment I ând II for the selection of naming re-
sponses). Once the 28 naming responses r,¡ere selected,

training $ras conducted using an A-B-A-8, B-A-B-A format with

objects being trained in the À phase and picture-cards in

the B phase. The order of presentâtion was counterbalanced

across the lwo chí1dren to control for possible order of

presentat ion ef f ects.

For each phase vrith Chad, the naming responses trained

were randomly selected except for the last phase where there

was only seven stimuli left to train. Carrie parLicipated

in the research at a later date and the naming responses

that vere trained were, where possible, the same as those

used v¡ith chad. Thus, in the first phase conducted with

Carrie, the same seven stimuli were employed for training as

had been used with Chad, âlthough with Chad training was

conducted using objecls and with Carrie using picture-cards.

The same proviso was followed with Carrie in subsequent

phases. Of courser some trainíng stimuli used uith Chad

could not be used with Carrie as some stimuli which were un-

known for Chad were considered kno¡vn for Carrie (see prelím-

inary assessments I and II). The rationale for the above

procedure was that since the testing objects had been deler-
mined at randorn there was no r1'ay of knowing how much one ob-
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ject of a particular class díffered from another object be-

longing to thal class. PresumabJ.y the lesting stimuli be-

longing to one stimuLus class may differ considerably from

the matched object along one or more stimulus dimensions as

compared to another set of testing objects and their matched

object. If one child had produced greater amounts of gener-

alization thân the second it simply could have been the re-

sult of being trained and tested with stimuli that were more

similar to one another than the stimuli employed with the

second chiId. The above procedure was ained at elininating
this potential confound as much as possible.

In Phase 1, seven naming responses were selected, six for

training purposes. and one as a conÈroI âgainst extraneous

learning varíables. Chad was trained using objects as the

training modality and Carrie r,ra s trained using the picture-

cards as the training modality. once the six naming respon-

ses $ere trained to criterion, aI1 subjecLs were tested for
generalization in the natural environment.

In Phase 2, seven nore naming responses were selected,

again with six for training purposes and one serving as a

control. Chad rças trained using the picture-cards as the

training modality while Carrie was trained with objects as

the training modality. Again all subjecls were tested for
generalization to the natural environment. Phase 3 was a

replication of phase l with seven naming responses again be-

ing selected. Phase 4 was ê replication of phase 2 with the

seven remaining naníng responses.
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TriâI Presentat ion Procedure

À tría1 commenced when the red light was illunínated. The

subject then had I seconds in which to respond. ¡ trial
ceased âfter I seconds if the child failed to respond, in

which case the red light automatically extinguished or after
a correct or incorrect response occurred in which case the

experimenter pressed the button below the red Iight, extin-
guishing the red light and starting the inler-trial inter-
va]. The inter-trial interval. was 5 seconds long.

Preliminary Àssessment I

The function of the preLiminary assessnents was to serve as

a screening device in order to ensure that the children r¡ere

suitable candidates for the proposed research. Preliminary

Àssessnent I was conducted using only picture cards and

their matched object. The experirnenter held up a picture-
card and said: "l{hat's this?". The child then had 8 seconds

in r,¡hich to respond. Each one of the remaining picture-
cards was presented in a símilar manner, with the experimen-

ter noting any reponses which occurred. This procedure was

repeated a second and third time such thal each picture-card

had been presented to the child three times. FolIowing the

presentation of the picture-cards, the matched objects were

presented to the child in the same manner. À1I correct re-

sponses to either picture-cards or objects were given prima-

ry reinforcement. Picture cards or objects that the child
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failed to name on all three occasions were considered un-

known and suitable for training. Those picture-cards or ob-

jects that the child correctly narned on three or less occa-

sions were for the purposes of this research considered un-

suítable for training.

Prel ininarv Assessment II
Those children who were found to be likely candidates for
the proposed research as a result of Prelininâry Àssessment

I were then presented with each of the remaining objects

rvhich were used in the generalization test. The procedure

in the second assessment was similar to that used in the

first. Each object v¡as presented to the child along with

the verbal stimulus "What's this?". The first object be-

longing to a particular class ¡ras presented, f ollorced se-

quentially by one object from each of the remaining classes

that were potential naming responses that could have been

trained. Once all the objects had been presented, the ex-

perimenter repeated the above procedure a second and a third
time. The second, third and fourth object that belonged t,o

a particular class were then assessed in a similar manner.

Those objects which the child failed to name on a1I three

occasions were considered unknown and suilable for traíning.
Those objects which the child named on one or more occasions

were considered unsuitable for training. After completion

of the baselines, children were selected on the basis of
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failing to name 28 pictures and their corresponding objects.

If a child failed to make Lhis criteria he ¡ras consídered

ineligible for thís research and a nevl child was assessed,

until lwo children who met the necessâry criterion were

found. lf more than 28 naming responses were available for

training purposes, then the experinenter randomly selected

the 28 to be used in the research (see experimental design

for restrictions placed on the selection of naming respon-

ses).

Imitation Assessment

Immediately after the preliminary assessments have been com-

pleted an imitation assessnent was conducted. The experi-

¡nenler removed the picture-cards and objects and said to the

chiId:Say''-''.Eachofthe28naningreSponses
that had been selected for training purposes were presented

sequentially to each child. The experimenter noted whether

the child could imitiate the response correctly or give a

reasonible approximation of the desired response. Each nam-

ing response was then presented a second and a third time.

Responses which the child failed to imitate correctly were

given irnitiation training until the child was emitting an

exact or close approximation of the desired response.
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I nstruction-f ollowinq Àssessment

FoIlowing the imitation baselíne each child was assessed as

to his ability to follow sone simple instructions(e.9. touch

your nose, touch your hair, clap your hands). If a child
¡+as unable to fo1low some of these instructions, they were

trained to emit the responses upon request, through the use

of modelling and physical guidance.

The experimenter initially modelled the desired response.

If the child imitated the modelled response he was rein-
forced. If the child failed to imitiate the nodelled re-

sponse, the experimenter modelled the response and at the

same time physically guided the child thröugh the appropri-

ate behaviors, whereupon the child was reinforced. After
the behavior was being performed at a high rate the nod-

elling and physical guidance were faded out until the chiLd

was emitting the response on request. During the assessment

and training of instruction following the schedule of rein-
forcenent was leaned until the child was being reinforced on

a VR 5 schedule of reinforcement (on the average every fifth
correct response was reinforced).

Laborator Test

From the 28 naming responses selected for the purpose of

this research, seven were chosen initiaì.ly for training and

control purposes (see Experimental Design for explanation).

Ðepending on which phase the child was in, the appropriate
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picture-cards or objects were selected. Initially seven

probes were presented to the child. A probe is defined as

the presentation of the verbal stimulus "I,lhat's This?",

whereupon the child has to respond with the appropriate name

of the picture-card or object. These probes were inter-
spersed amonq 14 instructions. Probes and instructions were

interspersed ín the following nanner:

1)instruction
2) instruction (Reinf . )

3 ) Instruction
4 )what ' s Thi s

5)Instruction
6)Instruction
7 )What' s This

I ) Instruction (Reinf. )

9)Instruction
10)Instruction

l-L ) Instruct ion (Reinf . )

12)What's This

13 ) Instruction
14 )what ' s Thi s

15)Instruction

16 )what' s Thi s

17 ) Instruction (Reinf. )

L8)Instruction

19)what's This

20)Instruction
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21)t¡hat's This

This sequence of instuctions and probes !¡as repeat.ed a sec-

ond and third lime. The order of presentation of the train-
ing items and control ítem was randomized within each se-

quence as was the presentation of instructions. The

"Reinf." beside certain instructions indicates that a cor-

rect response during those trials was reinforced.
The above procedure was identical to tha! used by llelch

and Pear (1980). The rationale for reinforcing only correct

responses on instruction trials is based on research by

Bucher (1973) and Martin (1971), who noted that reinforcing

only certaín instruction trials was sufficient to maintain

correct responses to nonreinforced instructions. Thus pre-

sumably, reinforcing only correct responses to certain in-
structions will enable the experimenter to assess the amount

of generalization which occurs without confounding the re-

sults with reinforce¡nent while at the same time ensuring

maintainence of the behavior during generalization tests.
Those picture-cards or matched objects which the child

failed to name on all lhree occâsions were consídered un-

known and suitable for training. lf a chíId correctly nâmed

a picture-card or malched object on one or more trials, a

ner,r class r,¡as selected and the laboratory test was conducted

once again.
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Nâtural Enviorment Test

FoIlowing the laboratory test, the chiLdren were tested in
their natural environnent. Again, seven probe trials were

interspersed amounq fourteen instruction trÍaIs. During

this baseline each matched object plus the four other ob-

jects which belong to the same class as the natched object
$ere t,ested. This testing procedure was conducted for all
seven naming responses which were trained.

Prior to the test in the natural environrnent the object
which matched the picture-card were arbitrarily designated

as belonging to Set 1. Each of the other objects belonging

to a partícu1ar stimulus class were randomly assigned t,o one

of four sets (Set 2, Set 3, Set 4, Set 5). Thus, there was

a total of five sets with seven stimuli in each set. The

purpose of placing the objects into sets was to allo¡+ the

experimenter to keep track of all the objects during the

test in the natural environment. Each set vras tested three
times. Prior to the commencement of the test the experimen-

ter randonly choose the order in which each set I'as to be

tested with the restriction that the same set could not be

tesled tr+ice in a ro!r. Wilhin each set lhe order of presen-

tation of each object was also randomized. Following the

test in the nalural environment one response Has randomly

choosen as a control item and received no training. Since

the natural environment test was f airJ.y lengthy, each test
was conducted over a two day period.
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Traininq

Training was conducted five days per week. Two 20 minute

sessions were runr seperâted by a 10 minute break. A con-

current training procedure was used, simiLar to that em-

ployed by Resin (1980). The experimenter randomly selected

two training stinuli and trained the items accordíng to the

following L2 step sequence (See Figure 1)l
l)in Step 1, the experimenter presented a probe to

the child with the first unknown stimulus to be trained.
This acted as â furthur check against extraneous sources of

learning. if the child responded correctly to this probe

trial, the response was discarded and the control word sub-

stituted. If lhe chÍld faíled to correctly respond to the

probe trial, the experimenter proceeded to Step 2.

2)Step 2 consisted of a a prompt trial vríth the first
unknovrn sLimulus. À prompt trial is defined as the presen-

tation of the picture card or object to be trained, along

with the verbal stimulus "l,that's this?", whereupon the ex-

perimenter models the correc! name of the picture-card or

object. The child had eight seconds in which to imitiate
the modelled response. If the child incorrectly irnitiated
the prompt or failed to respond, the experimenter repeated

Step 2. À correct response to the prompt resulted in the

presentation of Step 3.

3)ln Step 3 the child was presented with a probe tri-
aI with the first unknown stimulus. An incorrect or omitted
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response resulted in a reÈurn to Step 2. A correct response

resulted ín lhe experimenler preceeding to Step 4.

4)Step 4 consisted of a probe trial with the second

unknown stimulus. This probe served the same function as

that in Step 1. If the child correctly named the picture-
card or object, the experimenter substituted the control
picture card or object. If the child responded incorrectly
or omitted, the experimenter preceded to Step 5.

5)Step 5 consisted of a pronpt trial with the second

unknown stimulus. If the child responded incorrectly or

failed to respond, the step was repeated. If the child re-

sponded correctly the experínenter preceded to Step 6.

6)Step 6 consisted of a probe trial with the second

unknown stimulus. If the child responded incorrectly or

failed to respond, the experimenter returned to Step 5. If
the child responded correctly to the probe, the experimenter

preceded to Step 7

7)Step 7 consisted of a probe trial with the first
unknown slirnulus. If the child responded incorrectly or

omitted, the experimenter returned to Step 2. If the child
responded correclly, the experimenter proceeded to Step 8.

8)Step I consisted of a probe tríal with the second

unknown stimulus. If the child responded incorrectly or

omitted, lhe experimenter returned to Step 5. A correct re-

sponse resulted in the presentation of Step 9.
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9)step 9 consisted of a probe trial with the first
unknown slimulus. An incorrect or omitted response resulted

in the experimenter returning to Step 2. À correct response

resulted in the experimenter preceeding to Slep 10

lo)Step 10 consisted of a probe trial with the second

unknown stimulus. If the child responded incorrectly or

omítted, the experimenter returned to Step 5. A correct re-

sponse resulted in the experímenler proceeding to Step 11.

11)Step 11 consisted of a probe trial rvith the firsl
unknov¡n stimulus. An incorrect or omitÈed response resulted

in a return to Step 2. A correct response resulted in the

experimenter proceeding to Step 12.

L2)Step 12 consisted of a probe trial v¡ilh the second

unknown stimulus. An incorrect or oÍlitted response resulted

in a return to Step 5. A correct response resulted in the

experinenter recycling through the training procedure a sec-

ond time. However, the first and fourth steps were omitted.

AIso, the prompt trials in step's 2 and 5 were also omitled

unless the child failed to respond correctly to a probe tri-
aI, in which case the experinenter returned to the appropri-

ate pronpt lriaI. Successful completion of the training
procedure a second time resulted in the experimenter pre-

senting the training sequence a third time v¡ith this presen-

tatíon being identical to the second.

when this third sequence was completed the stimuli were

said to have reached criterion and were considered known.
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Ànother two picture-cards or objects wêre then selected for
training purposes. During the training procedure al1 cor-
rect prompts were given sociaL reinforcement in the form of

"Good Boy,/Girl!'r. correct responses to probes received pri-
mary reinforcement on a schedul.e in which the number of re-

sponses required for reinforcement varied around a mean of

five (variable-ratio 5). Every correct probe triat was giv-
en soc iaI reinforcernent.

Post Training Test for Learninq

FoIlowing completion of a training phase and prior to the

generalization test, a series of probes were presented. Us-

ing the procedure developed by Welch and Pear (1980), each

naming response which had reached criterion was probed ten

times. The order of presentation of each stimuLus t{âs ran-

domized and correct responses were again reinforced on a VR

5 schedule. If a child failed to respond correctly to a

probe, he was given a prompt trial for that naming response.

Regardless of whether the child responded correctly to the

prompt, the experimenter proceded to the next probe trial.
The results of this post-training test gave the experimenter

a percentage known for each trained response.

The post-training test was important since prior to the

generalization test it v¡as necessary to establísh that the

responses trained were weII known. If the child responded

at a high percentage on the post-t,raining test and then
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failed to generalize, one can say with greater confidence

that the poor responding of the child did indeed reflect a

Lack of generalization. If the responses were not well

known, one whould not expect to obtain generalization. For

the purposes of this research, 708 known or 7 out of 10

probes answered correctLy was considered adequate. If a

child scored lower than 70å the nord was retrained and an-

other test conducted prior to lesling for generalization.

General ization Test

Tests for generalization were conducted in the child's natu-

ral environment after the probe test for learning had been

completed. The procedure.used for testing for generalíza-

tion was identical to that employed during lhe natural envi-

ronment test.

Dependent Var iables

The dependent variables which were exairnined in the research

were:

1)Àverage number of minutes to reach criterion
for each training item.

2)Percent of correct responses for each set of

objecLs during generalization tests.
3)Percent of correct responses for aIl traíning

and testing s!imuli during generalization tests.
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I nterobserver Reliability
À11 trainÍng sessions were recorded on audio-tape and ap-

proxinately I/6 of. these were played back to an independent

observer who was familarized with the experímenter's cri-
teria for what was considered a correct or incorrect re-

sponse. In addition aII of the posttraíning and generaliza-

tion tests were recorded and approxinateLy I/3 were randoml-y

selected and scored by an independent observer.

Relíability coefficien!s were obtained by calculating the

ratio of agreement to agreement plus disagreement on those

responses that the experimenter scored as correct and the

ratio of agreement to agreenent pLus disagreement on those

responses that the experinenter scored as incorrect. For

both children the average ratio during training ¡ras 94? for
those responses the experimenter scored as correct and 978

for those responses the experimenter scored as incorrect.
For the posttrainíng test the average ratio was 968 for
those responses that the experimenter scored as correct and

96% for those responses that the experimenter scored as in-
correct. For the generalization test in the natural envi-

ronment the average ratio was 90* for those responses that

the experimenter scored as correct ând and 96"¿ for those re-

sponses that the experimenter scored as íncorrect.



RESULTS

Figure 2 shows the average number of minutes to reach

criterion for each child during each phase of the experi-
ment. Chad took a faírly consistent anount of time to reach

criterion for each item across alL four phases. Carrie took

Ionger to reach criterion on each training item in the first
phase then in each of lhe last three phases. However, this
difference does not appear to be substantially larger than

thât in the other three phases, and overall there is little
difference in the amount of time it took to train each sub-

ject regardless of training modality.

During the post-training Lest for learning Chad met the

criterion for what was considered a known word on aII naming

responses except for the last phase of the study where he

failed to meet the criterion with one word. This naming re-
sponse was retrained and another post-training test adminis-

tered with the six training stirnuli. On this second test
Chad easily met the criterion. Overall, the percentage cor-
rect for aIl known responses for each phase were 958, 922,

978, and 95å respectively. Carrie initialì.y failed to meet

the criteri.on for what was considered a known word on the

last three phases of the study. For the second phase where

objects were used as the training modality one naming

26-
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response hâd to be retrained. For the third phase where

picture-cards were used as the training modality three nam-

ing responses hâd to be retrained. For the last phase r,rhere

objects were used as the training modality two naming re-
sponses were retrained. Once these stimuLi L'ere retrained,
Carrie easily met the criterion for what r,¡a s considered a

known response for aII objects and picture-cards trained.
The overall percent correct during the post-training test
for learning for each phase of the study were 938, 858, 90*

and 93t respectively.

Figure 3 shol¡s the generalization gradient produced by

each child across all four phases of the experirnent'. Each

gradient was determined sole1y on the basis of the child's
responding to the training and testing objects in the natu-

ral environment. The firs! points on each gradient (i.e.
the one immediately above the "1" on the X axis) were deter-
mined by calculating t.he percent of correct responses to the

six matched objects. The remaining four points were deter-
mined by calculating the percentage of correct respondíng to
one of the four objects belonging to the same stimulus

class, for aII six responses traíned, from the highest num-

ber of correct responses to the lowest number of correct re-
sponses. For example if the stimulus being trained was a

helmet, and during the generaJ.ization test a child gave 3

correct responses to one of the helmets but responded cor-
rectly tvro or less times for other helmets, the helmet he
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responded correctly to three times would be considered to

lie on the second point on the generalization gradient. The

other helmets would be placed on the remainíng poínts in ac-

cordance r,rith the number of correct responses. The objects

from the renaining stimulus classes would be placed on the

generalization gradient in a similar fashion. If a child
responded correctly to two or more objects of the same stim-

ulus class an equal number of times, then the assignnent of

a particular object to a parlicular point on the generaliza-

tion gradient was arbitrary. The reason for using this
method was that if a child responded correctly to aII three

probes for one testing stimuli and only twice to a second,

then the supposition is that this first object is closer to
the second one along a continuum to the matched object. If
the child failed to respond correctly Lo all the testing
stinuli then each object was arbiLrarily assigned to one of

the four sets.

The gradients derived after training with objects !{ith
Chad are considerably higher than those found after traíníng
with picture cards. In addition, both Lhe gradients ob-

tained after trainíng with either objects or pictures are

remarkably consistent. All four gradients show the highest

amount of responding to the matched object. For the gradi-

ents obtained after training with objects they reveal a

steady decelerating decline ín responding. For those gradi-

ents obtâined after training with picture-cards they reveal
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the same decline until responding levels off at the last two

sets of objects.

The gradients obtained rf ith Carrie, although similar to

those found with Chad, in one respect fail to reveal the

same discrepency in responding after training was conducted

with either objects or pícture-cards. Àgain the gradient

found after training with objects reveals the highest arnount

of responding to the matched objects. However, such is not

the case after training with picture-cards. In the first B

phase Carrie's responding to the ¡natched objecls was lower

than her responding to all other objects. In lhe second B

phase responding to the matched objects was again lower com-

pared to the responding found with the second set of ob-

jects. If one excludes the matched objects the gradients

obtained after training with objects and one phase where

training vras conducted picture-cards are remarkably similar.
The other picture-card phase reveals consistenlly lower re-

sponding to most of the testing stirnuli.
Figure 4 shov¡s the overall percentage of correct, respond-

ing over aI1 four phases for both children. For Chad the

percenlage of correct responding to aII objects ín the natu-

ral environment was 608 and 57* after lraining was conducÈed

using objects and 138 and 16å after training was conducted

using picture-cards. For Carrie the percentage of correct
responding to all objects in the natural environment was 41&

and 438 after trainíng was conducted using objects and 193

and 328 after training was conducted using pict,ure-cards.
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DI SCUSSI ON

The results of this experiment replicale the findings of

Welch and Pear (1980). Greater generalization was found to

the matched object in the natural environment after training
was conducted with objects than ¡{'ith picture cards. In ad-

dition the results extended the findings of the Welch and

Pear article in that training conducted with both children

indicates that training objects was more like1y to increase

the probability of generalization to other objects belonging

to the same stimulus c1ass. Although the results were

clearer with Chad, the results with Carrie also suggest the

superiority of training objecLs over pictures in order to
promole generalization to objects belonging to the same

stimulus class. It is interesting to note though that Car-

rie showed poor generalizat,ion to the matched objects after
Lraining with picture-cards than to the other testing stinu-
1i rçhich did not match the picture-cards. This finding fur-
ther suggests that objects should be enployed where possible

although the conclusions one can draw from this result are

Iimited. Furthèr research will have !o be done in order to

determine whelher this result extends across a broader range

of children than the ones who were involved in this re-

search.

33
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Although the results from this first experiment seem

fairly clear, there are a number of potential criticisms
that can be made. During the second phase of the study af-
ter training with objects when testing for generalization,

Carrie responded correctly to some of the objects belonging

to the control word. The reason for this is unclear. I! is
possible thât this response was in her verbal repertoire in

some strength but was not detected during the baselines.

Hovrever, this seems unlikeLy owing to the extensive base-

Iines that were conducted prior to training. A more plausi-
ble reason is that some extraneous source of learning en-

Lered the experiment and was responsible for her acquisition
of this response. t¡hile this finding rnay sonewhat confound

the results of this phase, it certainly does not cast doubt

on the rest of the study. In addition, the fourth phase

where objects were again t,rained nicely replicates the phase

where the control word was known, increasing the probability
that the training stimuli were not effected by any outside

source of learning.

In addition, the generalization gradients in this study

are open to criticism in that they were not determined usi.ng

a measurable scale such as wavelength. Since the objects

were chosen at randon it would have been dificult to scaLe

them aJ.ong any specific stirnulus di¡nension in rel.ation to
the matched object. Thus, the intervals on the graphs sim-

ply indicate an ordinal scale and reveaL nothing about how
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much each object differs from the other along the continuum.

For one naning response, after training the response with an

object, Chad responded correctly to all of the other four

objects which belonged to the same stimulus class. This

presumably reflects the fâct that all the objects lested Iie
close together on a continuuum with the matched object. For

another response he generalized to the matched object in the

nâtural environment but failed to generalize to the other

four objects. This presumably reflects the fact that these

other objects were further along the continuum from the

matched object and bore little resemblance to it.
Ànother potential criticism is that each data point rep-

resents the percentage of correct responses to six objects.

Individual gradients for each response trained are shol¡n in

the appendicíes (see Appendix E). While such a criticism is
valid, the gradients in general reflect the responding that
occurred. Also, the way in which the gradients were calcu-

Iated is also open to question as they were done on a post

hoc basis. I{hiIe the gradients could have been calculated

using the rater's ratings of each object, it was feLt that

the construction of the gradients using the child's respond-

ing would reflect each child's unique learning history, ês-

pecially given the complex nature of the stirnuli enployed in

thi s research.

Despite these potential criticims the results clearly re-

veal that regardless of whether one uses objects or picture-
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cârds as the training stimuli the generalization gradients

obtaíned are far from optimal. Gíven thís, a second experi-
ment wâs conducted to look at means of promotíng generaliza-

tion to other objects ir'ithin the same class, thus broadening

and increasing the generalization gradient.

Às previously mentioned, a feasible method of obtaining
generalization may be to alternate stimuli in a similar
fashion to thãt done by We1ch and Pear (L980). Procedurally

this is known as training sufficient exemplars (Stokes and

Baer, 1977). Conceptually, alternating !wo stimuli within

the same class should aid in promoting generalízation, since

one is varying irrelevant features of the stimuli while

holding the relevant ones constant. This procedure should

aid in developing appropriate stirnufus conLroL.

In order to increase the probability that the above pro-

cedure would enhance generalizatÍon, the two objects which

were âlternated were those which were least similar to one

another (the matched object or object 1 and object 5). What

was considered object 5 for each stimulus class was deter-
mined where possible from the child's responding. Thus, if
the child failed to respond correctly to one object of a

stimulus class but responded correclly one or more tirnes to

the three other objects of that stimulus class then the ob-

ject which he failed to respond correctly to on aI1 three

probe trials was considered to be object 5. If object 5

could not be determined by the child's responding then the
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raterrs ratings of the objects was used to determine object

5. The reason for alternating the natched object and object

5 was thãt, if the procedure was to prove effective, it, was

felt that alternating the two objects that were the least

similar to one another lras more likely to reveal such an ef-

Namíng responses which were eligible to undergo thís pro-

cedure were those on which the child had scored 60? or lower

on during the generalization tests. .A score of 60* indicat-
ed that the child on the average was able t.o generalize to
t,hree of the five objects tested. Since one object (object

5) was trained in the aI!êrnating procedure, there was only

one object left which had not received any training and

which the child had not generalized too, the minimium neces-

sary in order to demonstrate an effect.
It may be that simply retraining a particular naming re-

sponse may have been sufficent to promote generalization to
the other objects within the same class as that of the

training stímu1us. Therefore, while some responses were in-
troduced to the procedure of alternating the matched object

and object 5, others were simply retrained and tested for
generalization. Also, given the nature of the alternating
procedure, which involved a certain amount of retraining of

one of the two stimuli lçhich were alternated, it is impor-

tant that if the procedure is successful that one could be

assured that it was the alternating of stimuli and not sim-
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pLy the retraining of one of lhe stimuli t,hat was responsi-

b1e for the change in behavior. Therefore, retraining some

of the naming reponses would help in determining what was

the írnportant component in increasing the generalization

gradienÈ.



EXPERIMENT II

Sub'iec t s

The subjects vrere the same as those who served in Experiment

I.

Settinq

The settings were the same as those used ín Experiment 1

Training and Testinq Stimuli
The training and testing stimuli were the same as those used

j.n Experiment I.

Experimental Design

For each subject those naming responses on which t.he child
generalized 608 or Iess were selected. Those responses

which were trained with picture-cards were randomly divided
into tvro pools. Those responses which were trained lrith ob-

jects were also randomLy divided into two pools. Fron these

four poo1s, the naming responses f rorn one of the pools that
was trained with picture-cards and lhe naming responses from

one of the pools that was trained with objects vrere randomly

selected and retrained. The remaining two pools (one pool

containing responses trained with picture-cards and the oth-

39 -
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er pool containing responses that were trained with objects)

were introduced to the âlternãting procedure.

Training was conducted using an A-8, B-A format. Chad

was initially introduced to the alternating procedure. Once

training was completed¡ generalization to the natural enví-

ronment r.ra s assessed. Regardless of whether lraining was

originally conducted using picture-cards or the matched ob-

jects, during the alternating and retraining procedures, ob-

jects were employed as the sole training modality. After
testing for generalization this subject was retrained using

the matched objects as the training stimuli. Once training
had been completed generalization to the natural. environment

vras once again assessed.

Carrie was first of aÌl retrained, using the matched ob-

jects as the training stimuli. The responses were then

tested for generalization to the natural environment. After
this had been completed the sul¡ect was introduced to the

alternating procedure. Generalízation was then assessed to

the natural envi ronment.

Traininq

For those responsês nhich were simpJ.y being retrained the

training procedure was sirnilar to that in Experiment I, ex-

cept that Steps 1 and 4 were omitted and training was begun

at Step 3. Training in the alLernating procedure was also

síni1ar to that of Experiment I, with the exception that two
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objects belonging to the same class were alternated with an-

other t!¡o objects belonging to the same class.

Training proceded according to the following 10 step pro-

cedure:

1)In Step 1 the experimenter presented a probe trial
to the first response to be retrained using the matched ob-

ject as the training stimulus. An incorrect or omítted re-

sponse resulted in the presentation of Step 2, A correct
response resulted in the presentation of Step 3.

2)Step 2 was a prompt trial to the first response be-

ing retrained, agin using the matched object as the training
stimulus. Àn incorrect or omitted response resulted in Step

2 being repeated. À correct response resuLted in a return

to Step 1.

3)Step 3 was a probe trial for the second response

being retrained, using the matched object as the training
stimulus. Àn incorrect or omitted response led to Step 4¡ a

correct response resulted in Step 5 being presented.

4)Step 4 was a prompt trial for the second response,

again using the matched object as the training stimulus. An

incorrect or omitted response to Step 4 resuLted in the step

being repeated. A correct response resulted in a return to
Step 3.

5)Step 5 ¡,¡a s a probe trial to the first response be-

ing retrained, using object 5 as the training stimul-us. An

incorrect response or omission resulted in a return to Step

2. A correct response led to Step 6.
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6)Step 6 was a probe trial !o the second response

being retrained, using object 5 as t,he training stimulus.
An incorreet or omitted response resulted in a return to
Step 4, a correct response led to the presentation of Step

7,

7)Step 7 was a repeat of Step 5, using the matched

object as the training stimulus. An incorrect or omitted

response resulted in a return to Step 2, a correct response

led to Step 8.

8)Step I was a repeat of Step 6, using the matched

object as the training stimulus. Àn incorrect or omitted
response resulted in a return to Step 4. À correct reponse

resulted in a return to Step 9.

9)Step 9 was a repeat of Step 5, using object 5 as

the training stímulus. An incorrect or omitted response re-
sulted in a return to Step 2. À correct response led to
Slep L0.

LO)Step 10 was a repeat of Step 6, using object 5 as

the training stimulus. An incorrect or omitted response re-
sulted in a return to Step 4, À correct response resulted
in the experimenter recycling through the training procedure

a second time. Successful completion of the trainíng proce-

dure a second tíme, resulted in the entire sequence being

presented a third time. The responses were once again said
to have reached criteríon.
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During Step's 5, 6, 9 & 10 if an incorrect response was

made to the training stimulus, then upon returning to either
Step 2 or Step 4, object 5 of the stirnulus class received

the pronpt tria1. The sequence in which the two objects

that belong to the same class were presented was reversed

for both stimulus classes. This order of presenlation con-

tínued until an incorrect response vras made to one of the

matched objects whereupon the seguence ín which the two ob-

ject,s were presented reverted back to the original training
order.

Post-Traininq Test for Lea rn i ng

The post-training test was the same as thât used in Experi-

ment I I except that half the probes vrere to the natched ob-

ject and the other half to object 5 for those responses in

the alternaling procedure. The post-training test for those

responses that were retrained was identical to that of Ex-

periment I.

General ization Test

The generalization test was the samê as that used in Experi-

ment I.
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Dependent Var íables

The dependent variables which were examined in Experiment

were:

1. Percentâge of correct responses for each set of
jects that were intially trained in Experiment I

ing either the matched objecl or the picture-card,

2. Percentäge of correct responses for alI sLimuli

cluding the natched object and object 5.

II

ob-

ex-

Interobserver ReliabiIity
Interobserver reliability checks were conducted in a similar
manner to that empLoyed in Experiment I. During training
the average ratio for those responses that the experinenter

scored as correct wâs 974 and for those responses scored as

incorrect the ratio was 96å. For the posttraíning test the

average ratio was 958 for those responses scored as correct

and 97% for those responses scored as incorrect. For the

generalization tests the average ratios were 92å for those

responses scored as correct and 958 for those responses

scored as incorrect.



RESULTS

On the post-training test for learning, Chad easily ex-

ceeded the criterion. The percent known for the two phases

of this experiment were 89å and 91å respectively. Similari-
Iy, Carrie easily exceeded the criteríon. However, one nam-

ing response had to be retrained as she initially failed to

meet the criterion. The percent known for the two phases

were 94å and 93& respectively.
Figure 5 shows the generalization gradients obtained af-

ter the alternating procedure, with the matched object and

objecÈ 5, and the retraining procedure for both Chad and

Carrie. Gradients have been plotted for those responses

that were originally trained with objects and those respon-

ses that hâd originally been trained with picture-cards in
the first experiment. For those items that were retrained
the calculation of the generalization gradients, where pos-

sib1e, were based on the child's responding from Experiment

I. If no clear deterrnínation of what stimuli were closer to
the matched object was available from Experiment I (i.e., if
the child failed to respond correctly to all test stimuli)
then the gradients were based on the responding that had oc-

curred ín Experirnent II. If in Experiment I a child had

-45-
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correctly responded trr'o tímes to two test stimuli belonging

to the same class, and they had arbitrarily been plotted as

belonging to Set 2 or Set 3, then for the calculation of lhe
gradients during the second experiment if the responding

pattern had changed, the rater's ratings of these two ob-

jects were used to determine where each lied on the general-

ization gradient. For the alternating procedure since the

training of the two least similar objects was thought to
have changed the shâpe of the gradient the rater,s ratings
of the objects were used in determining the generalization
gradients.

The gradient obtained after the alternating procedure

with Chad are far broader than those found after simply re-
training the response. The gradients found after retraining
are similar lo those found in Experiment I. The gradients

obtained for Carrie after emptoying the alternating proce-

dure also succeeded in widening and broadening the generali-
zation gradíent. Carrie's gradients are alrnost U shaped

i,¡ith the most responding occurring to the two traíning ob-

jects. Responding fell off to the rest of the objects but

is consistentJ.y higher than for t,hose objects that were sim-

ply retrâined. Those gradients obtained after retraining
are similar to those found in Experiment I except that they

tended to be steeper, with the gradient for those responses

originally trained as objects broadening a bit at the end,

reflecting increased responding to those objects whích the
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child or rater had originally scored as being tess simiLar

to the rnatched object. Interestingly, this is often found

in basic research where after numerous training sessions the

gradients around the training stimulus sharpen considerably
(Blough, 1961) .

Figure 6 shows the percentage of correct responses for
both Chad and Carrie for those naning responses that were

originally trained using objects or pictures before alter-
nating or retraining and after alternating or retrainíng.
Since the matched object and object 5 had both been trained
in the alternating procedure these objects were excluded

from the calcul¡jtions. The same procedure was used with
those responses that had been retrained although object 5

had never been trained. Thus the only objects represented

in the graph are the ones which were tested in the natural
environment but never received any training. With Chad,

those responses that were originally trained using objects
and then retrained using the alternating procedure showed

substantial increases in generalizalion compared to lhe

anount of generalization found prior Èo alternating. For

those namíng responses that were simply retrained there is a

slight decrement in responding as compared to what occurred

prior to the retraining procedure.

For those naming responses that were originally trained
h'ith picture cards, the alternating procedure using objects
resulted in an enormous increase in generalization to the

testing objects. This increase in generalization was
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sirnilar to that found after the aJ.ternating procedure was

employed s'ith those naming responses that had been original-
1y trained using objects. Retraining with the natched ob-

ject resulted in increases in generalization to those levels
found to have occurred prior to the alternating procedure

when objects were the originaJ- training stimulus. The re-
sults wit,h Carrie are very similar to those found with Chad.

The alternatíng procedure increased the overall amount of
generalization considerably especially when compared to sin-
p1y retraining the naming response.



DI SCUSSI ON

The results of this second experiment clearly reveal the

superiority of the alternating procedure as a means of pro-

moting generalization to other objects belonging to the same

stimulus class as the training objects. In addition these

findings nicely replicate research conducted by Ànderson &

Spradlin (1980) who were also able to increase generaliza-

tion to untrained objects r,rith one retarded child by traín-
ing exemplars belonging to the same stimulus class. Re-

training the naming response proved to. be ineffective in
promoting generalization. When naning responses that had

originally been trained in the first experiment r,¡ere simply

retrained using the same object, Chad showed a decrement in
responding, although it was not a large one.

When one examines the generalization gradients produced

by Chad after the alternating procedure there seens to be a

leveling off of responding with the exception of the second

set that was originally trained with objects and revealed a

fairly high percent of responding as conpared to the other

data points. Thus I rêsponding to the testing stimuli is
about equal to the responding that occurred to the training
stimuli. This nay suggest that with Chad, responding is aI-
most at an optimal IeveI, at least with lhe particular

51
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training procedure used and that the training of a third ex-

emplar may not have a large impact on the generalization

gradient. Wit,h Carrie the U shaped gradient produced after
the âlternating procedure with responding to the training
slimuli being considerably higher than the testing stimuli
suggest that the training of a third exemplar may considera-

bly broaden the generalization gradient.

As with Experiment I the calculalions of the gradients is
open to the same criticisms. Again, as with the first ex-

periment there are differences when one examines the gradi-

ents for individual naming responses. In nany cases after
alternating the gradients are perfectly flat with L008 cor-

rect responding to all objects. In other cases the proce-

dure produced 1íttle change in the percentage of correct re-

sponiling. This could reflect the fact that object 5 may be

Èo far along a continuum from the other object such that it
shares ferr' features in common with the other objects belong-

ing lo that stímulus cfass except for its name. However,

given the restrictions involved in caLculating these gradi-

ents they do show a remarkabLe consistency. The limited
sample once again precludes from generalizing the results
too far. Further research replicating these experiments is
necessary before any definitive statements can be made.

In adddiLion future research should be directed at noting

how many exemplars have to be trained in order to produce

optimal responding in the chiId, perhaps using a greater
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number of testing objects. AIso the utility of picture-
cards needs to be further investigated. Dixon (1981) found

that retarded nonverbal âdolescents have difficulty demon-

strating photo-object matching. llowever, when the figures
in the photo's were cut oul , photo-object matching was con-

siderably enhanched suggesting that the flatness and rectan-
gular shape of the photo's exerted more stimulus control
over matching then do the sirnilarities between the objects

and the photos. While the children in the present study

were considerably more sophisticated than the children in
the Dixon study and the behavior of interest was different
it is conceivable that when training picture-cards, general-

izatíon to objects may be enhanched by using cut out figures
as oppossed to the typícaI rectangular shaped cards. Furt-
hurmore alternating !wo picture-cards together may also re-
sult in greater generalízation to objects. AIso, alternaL-
ing an object with one or two picturelcards may aid in
increasing generalization which at the same time partially
avoiding the problems involved in bring a large number of

objects into a teachíng environment.
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Appendix À

Þle1ch and Pearrs Written Criteria for the Selection of Pic-

ture Cârds

The experimenter and two observers selected picture-cards

according to the following criteria:

I The following cards are to be excluded:

A. any card which contains:

1. foods or drinks

. an imi a 1s

people (including "stick" people) or body parts

B. Cards consisting entireJ.y of:
1. numerials or symbols such as cent signs etc.
2. a "co1or" card

3. a "geometric formrr card

C. Àny card which portrays an object or objects or

scene which physically could not be brought into the train-
ing room. Examples would be cards portraying most vechicles
(cars, boats, trains, but not bicycles or wagons), cards de-

picting or cotaining outdoor scenes, cards depicting indoor

scenes of rooms or other large or complex stimuli such as

bathtubs di shwashers I etc.

II Any card not excluded under I is acceptable.

q1
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Welch and Pear were able to obtain inter-observer

reliability coefficients (using the formula: (agreements/a-

greements plus disagreements) x 100) of 98? and 1008 for ob-

servers l- and 2, respectively, for those picture-cards which

the experimenler selected as representing objects. The

above procedure was used for those picture-cards which the

present experimenter has selected and which were not em-

ployed in the l¡felch and Pear study.



Àppendix B

Welch and Peãr's ç{ritten Criteria for Ðetermining the Repre-

sentativeness of the Obiects

The experimenter and the two observers judged whether

certain acquíred objects were representative of the objects
portrayed by t,he picture-cards according to the following
criteria:

Rate the following objects as being either (1) represen-

tative or (2) not representative of the object portrayed by

the picture-card. Use the following criteria:
A. The obj ect should be aooroxima te 1y the same basic

color as t.hat depicted by the picture-card (bul not

necessarily the same shade). Ðifferences in detail
rnay be i gn or ed.

B. The object should be approximately the same f i gure

and shape as that depicted by the picture-card.

Differences in detail may be ignored.

C. Àn object should be rated as not representative

only if it is, in your opinion, very different in

general color or shape from that depícted by the

picture-card. Exact matches are not required.

Again, T,lelch and Pear were able to obtain high inter-ob-
server reliability coefficients of 983 and 1008 for those

59-
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objects which the experimenter judged as being representa-

tive of the objects portrayed by the picture-cards. The

above procedure was used by the present experimenter for
those addiLional objects which were acquired for the purpos-

es of the present research.



Appendix C

The written Criteria for the Selection of Obiects belonging

to the same Class.

The experimenter acquired four objects which he deemed as

bei.onging to the same class as thê maLched object and pic-
ture-cârd (i.e. four cups). AII four objects had to differ
from one ânother and the matched object along at least one

or more stimulus dimensions (i.e. form, color and size).
Two observers were asked to rate the objects as to whether

they were representative of a particular class and as to
whether or not the objects differed from one another and the

matched object along one or more stimulus dimensions.
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Appendix D

The written Criteria for the Rating of Objects as to their
Ðegree of similaritv to the Malched Obiect and the obtained

Rat i ngs .

Three raters were asked to rate each of the four objects

belonging to a particular class in relation to the rnatched

object along the dimensions of size, color, and form. Each

rater rated each dinension seperately, The object which was

the most sinilar in color to the matched object was assigned

a value of L. The object l-east sinilar to the matched ob-

ject was assigned a value of 4. The remaining two objects

were assigned values of 2 and 3. The dimensions of size and

form were rated in a similar fashion. For each object the

values assigned to eãch dimension were summed, giving an

overall ra!ing for that object which was based on all t,hree

dimensions. Each object was then assigned a value of either
I,2, 3, or 4 which was based on the overall rating that a

particular rater had given to each object. If the value

given to two or more objects v¡as the same, â mean value was

assigned to these two objects.
If two of lhe three raters could agree on what objects

were the most to the least sinilar to the matched object

their selection was used in determining which object was al-
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ternated wilh the matched object in Experiment II. If two

of the three raters could not agree on which objects were

the nost to the least similar to the rnatched object a mean

rating for each object was calculated and was used in deter-
mining which objects were the most to the Ieâst similar to
the matched object. The purpose of such â rating system was

two fold: (1) it offered a possible means of organizing and

presenting the data acquired throughout. the experiment, (2)

it allowed the experimenter to have some sort of objective
criteria for the seLection of the object which was to be aI-
ternated srith the matched object, gíven the necessity of im-

plementing this procedure. If the responding by the chil-
dren during generalization tests could be used to accurately

assess which objects rr'ere the least to the most similar to
the training object, then this took precedence over the ob-

tained rat ings.

The ratíngs that ¡vere obtained for each of the naming

responses trained are shown in Table 1. ÀIso shown are the

children's ratings of these objec!s, which were determined

where possible on the basis of their responding during gen-

eralization !ests. CasuaI observation suggests that with
most objects the amount of agreement between raters is fair-
ly hi.gh. With some objects (i.e. dustpan, g1ove, rifle)
there was perfect agreêment amounq the râters. In general,

the raters h'ere most likely to agree on what object was the

least similar to the matched object. The anount of agree-
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ment between the children's responding to the objects and

the rater's ratings was fairly variable. For the naming re-

sponse gIove, Chad's responding generally reflects the ra-

ter's ratings of the objects. On the other hand, Carrie's
respondíng to the objects was the opposite of the rater's
rat,ings. In general, lhe chíIdren and the ralers were most

likely to agree on what object was the least sinilar to the

matched object.
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Table I

CARR]E CHAD RATER 1 RATER 2 RÀTER 3

L
2.5
2.5
4

L.5
1.5
?

4

1

3
4

1
¿

4

2
z
¿
4

L
z
J
4

1
2

4

l-
2

4

1.5
1.5
3.5
3.5

L
¿
?

4

2,5
I
?,5
4

1
2.5
2.5
4

I
2.5
2.5
4

1
¿
?

4

2
2

4
I

1
¿
3
4

L
2
4
?

I
2
3
4

I
2
3
4

1.5

3

1
2
?

4

2
1
3.5
3.5

4
2.5
1
2.5

1
2
3.5

1
2.5

4

3
1.5
1.5
4

aÊ.
2,5
1
4

1.5
4
1.5
3

'R2.5
I
4

4
2.5
2.5
L

1
2
?

4

1
2
2

4

1
2
?

4

1
2

4

L
¿
3

I
2
?

4

OBJECT

COFFEEPOT

CLI PBOARD

DUSTPAN

HAMMER

HELMET

GLOVE

GUN

1
2
3
4

l-
2
J
4

1
¿
5
4

1
2
3
4

I
2
3
4

KETTLE
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1
2.5
4
2.5

I
2
2t

3.5

1
2
?

4

L
4
2

I
2
3
4

2
2
2
4

l-
2
4
?

1
2

4

I
2
J
4

1
2
?

4

1

2
4

IF

1.5
3
a[

I
2
3
4

1
¿
3
4

1
2
3
4

I
2

4

I
2
3
4

I
2
2

4

ROPE

RULER

SCOPE

SCREWDRIVER

THREÀD

WRENCH

1
2.5
2,5
4

2
tÊ
1t

4

1
2

'E2É

3
I
4
2

2.5
I
2,5
4

I
tt
2,5
4

1.5
'tF
3.5
2E

2.5
1

4

1
¿
?

4

1
2
3
4

4
1.5
1.5
?

1.5
3.5
1.5
3.5
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OBJECT

BADGE

BEATER

BRUSH

CÀNDLE

CHAI N

CLOTHESPTN

FRYING PAN

HÀNGER

RATER ]- RATER 2 RÀTER 3

¿

I
4

1
2
5
4

1

3
4

1
2
I
4

l_.5

1.5
4

l
¿

4

I
2
3
4

1
¿
3
.l

2
1
3.5
3.5

1
2
3.5
3.5

L
2
4
3

1
z
2tr
3.5

1tr

1.5
3
4

1.5
3
1.5
4

1.5
1.5

4

1
t
3.5
3.5

2.5
2.5
1
4

1
¿
?tr
3.5

Itr
AR

2
I
3
4

1
2

4

1

2
4

1
¿
?

4

L
2
?

4

1
?

2
4

I
¿

J
4

1
2
2

4

1
¿
?

4

I
2
5
4

1
¿
?

4

I
2
3
4

t
2
?

4
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1
2
3.5
3.5

1
3.5
2
3.5

I
2
3
3

I
2
3
4

1
¿

3
4

L
2
3
4

L
2
2

4

l
3
4

I
2
?

4

MI TT

NECKLÀCE

RI FLE

RTNG

SLI PPER

WHI STLE

1
2
3
4

I
¿

4
3

1
¿

4

I
2
3
4

?

I
2
4

L
2
?

4

1
¿

4
3

L
5
2
4

l-
2
4

I
2
?

4

t)
3

?

L.5
4

I
2
?

4

1
2

4

2
1



Appendix E

Generalization radients for Chad and Carrie for each naming

response durinq traininq and after either alternating or re-
traininq.
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